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World is squeezing minute by minute and businesses are expanding in multifold. Businesses are
quickly adapting the tools and advanced technologies to empower their intrinsic capabilities in order
to address the evolving needs of the customers. Trucking business is also experiencing the same
rejuvenation in its work culture. They are going towards technological advancements and
harnessing the pure power of software technology. They are relying on the capabilities of the
software applications and unbridled features offered from continuous reporting to online tracking.

In fact, trucking software applications are flexible enough to handle different types of requirements
of the customers and managers. In its simplest form, the software is capable to align itself with other
tools and applications in order double the efficiency of the operations. In this manner, trucking
businesses no longer have to rely on the individual application for their operations and functions
from load scheduling to fleet management to driver assignments.

The integrated approach of the trucking software application not only handles the single job of
reporting and billing or invoicing but it also extends its help in crucial business decisions of
expansion, accounting decisions, cost-cutting, worker performance assessment and evaluation and
much more.

Some of the renowned accounting benefits of trucking software are:

1.	Set Credit Limits for Customers

2.	Print Detailed Invoices with One Click!

3.	Integrated Driver Payroll for payments by the mile, hourly or by percentage

4.	Easily Export Invoicing data into Quick Books

These are the critical aspects for any trucking business that help to manage the overall business
and operational functionalities of the business. In fact, it is simple to operate and use and primarily
focuses on simplifying the day-to-day trucking business needs through maximum alignment of the
work processes. It effectively helps in accounting record management as well as gives complete
control over various functionalities including tracks fleet, inventory, driver & carrier details, origin &
destination details, and other vital information. It certainly reduces the need serious task of manual
tracking, reporting and managing them. 

Web based trucking software eventually reduces the time as well as expenditure on maintaining the
records or transaction manually. The software application also bridges the gap between the
employers and employees and able to synchronizes organizational facts & data all across the
departments. This is the reason it is being widely used in middle and small trucking businesses.
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The author is associated with ITS Canada. ITS Canada is the name behind most popular trucking
applications like ITS Dispatch and a IFTA Fuel Tax Software. ITS Dispatch is a leading a web based
trucking software and a freight broker software. Due to its innovative features and interactive user
friendly web based approach, it has become the favorite business automation tool for all small and
medium sized trucking companies and freight brokers.
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